
I have always 
liked Peter 
Drucker’s quote, 
something to the 
effect that “the 
only business whose purpose is 
to make money is a mint.” Sure, 
businesses need to make a profit 
but they must ultimately provide 
products or services that custom-
ers need. If you do that, the 
profits will follow. 

Though economic growth is 
largely driven by population 
(more people means we need 
more cars), technology in the 
broadest sense is another critical 
driver (the internet means we all 
need computers now too). Some 
technology adds exponential 
value because it can be used to 
generate related products and 
services. The digitization of in-
formation is like that—it has 
enabled the development of 
computers and cell phones but 
also enabled companies in gen-
eral to do more business because 
of the connectivity and informa-

tion-processing capabilities these 
devices offer.   

Currently, PRH Consulting 
is working with clients to identify 
and build the capabilities needed 
to support several new products 
and services. Looking back over 
the years, we found that we have 
accumulated quite a bit of ex-
perience with new products and, 
while I must say it can be chal-
lenging, it is also very rewarding. 
In this issue, we will highlight 
some of what we feel are the key 
issues and opportunities. 

On another note, this will be 
the last issue of “Building Capa-
bility.” We have decided (maybe 
five years later than the early 
adopters) to join the movement 
towards “tiny chunks and trans-
actions.” Instead of buying al-
bums, now we buy individual 
songs. Instead of a newsletter, 
we are going to shift our com-
munications to email blasts, blog 
posts, and even downloadable 
videos addressing smaller topics. 
Hopefully, this will streamline 

our process and enable us to 
communicate more frequently. 

We are doing this because 
we’ve heard feedback from a 
number of clients that they 
find discrete and digestible 
chunks of information to bet-
ter fit they way they operate 
day to day. And, since those 
types of communications can 
be easily saved or forwarded 
but are really not meant to 
printed...maybe we will even 
save a few branches. 

So, if your company is in 
the process of developing or 
introducing a new product and 
are interested in ways to im-
prove it’s adoption, we would 
be happy to help out. If you 
like the newsletter as is, please 
give the new approach a try. 
Please call if you would like to 
talk over some ideas. 

Pete 
Peter R. Hybert, CPT 
Principal Consultant 
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Greetings! 

New Products 

New Product Training and Performance Support 
Significant changes in the 

business require training and 
performance support (e.g., proc-
ess changes, reference docu-
mentation, information tools, 
etc.) in order to be successful. 
And, new product offerings, a 
category in which we include 
new services and tools, are often 
significant changes.  

Minor changes or variations 
on existing offerings may re-
quire only minimal support 
whereas more innovative offer-
ings often require a broader 
look at their impact on a num-
ber of audiences and domains 

of know-how. New manufactur-
ing processes and equipment. 
New test procedures. New instal-
lation techniques. New service 
and troubleshooting tasks. New 
support policies. New ordering 
requirements. Etc. 

We believe that taking a sys-
tematic approach upfront, while 
the product is being developed, 
can identify the vast majority of 
these changes and allow them to 
be addressed before they become 
risks to the timeline. In fact, if 
they are addressed early enough, 
it may be possible to modify the 
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product or supporting process in a way 
that significantly reduces the amount of 
work or learning needed. 

For example, for difficult tasks (i.e., 
those with a large number of steps, 
those that require large amounts of skill 
or knowledge) you may be able to de-
sign tools, job aids, or reference infor-
mation to make them easier to perform. 
Or, maybe you could even modify the 
work process to make the task simpler 
and reduce the amount of training 
needed. This makes a significant differ-
ence across the entire life cycle of the 
product.  
Design for Share-ability 

For example, imagine your company 
provides a service to which customers 
subscribe (e.g., telephone, internet, ca-
ble). A new feature or package may 
require the salespeople to know key 
product information, such as features, 
function, costs, what it can/can’t do, 

how to order, etc. 
But other roles will 
need this same con-
tent, for example, 
service technicians. 
  In the same way, 
manufactured prod-
ucts also impact sales 
people, manufactur-
ing operators, in-
stallers and service 
technicians, and oth-
ers who work directly 
with the product as 
well as managers, 

marketing people and engineers. If you 
modularize the content during the de-
sign process, you can build it to be 
shared, which reduces the development 
cycle time and also improves consis-
tency of message.  

The diagram at right shows how indi-
viduals may work inside of a process or 
support it from outside. Underneath, 
there are a series of deliverables that 
support the process, including refer-
ences, tools, training...many of which 
contain the same or similar content. 
Understanding the requirements of 
roles and tasks helps you design solu-
tions that fit multiple needs and find 
ways of sharing content, outputs, and 
insights. 

The Process 
Our process is fairly straightfor-

ward—we identify the work processes 
required to support the new product, 
along with the affected audiences. Then 
we define the specific tasks, perform-
ance situations, and supporting capabili-
ties. This is the same process we use 
with any performance analysis for any 
project! (Because we need the same type 
of information.)  

Sometimes we have a starter list from 
similar projects or work processes and 
sometimes not. Sometimes we focus on 
only what has changed and other times 
we define it all. It depends… 
The Team 

With a new product, the performance 
is rarely known. Instead the team must 
decide or even create the performance, 
rather than simply describe it. Since 
nobody knows from experience, you use 
either “intended performance” or our 
“best informed judgment” about the 
performance. You have to sort of trian-
gulate on the performance by engaging a 
cross-functional group of team mem-
bers. 

For example, you will probably need 
an engineer or two from the product 
development team. They are often busy 
and their focus is usually on the product 
functionality more than the tasks per-
formed by people using it. So, the engi-
neers should not be your ONLY con-
tent resource. But they do control the 
product functionality and requirements 
so you definitely need them onboard. 

We also recommend incorporating rep-
resentative members of the target audi-
ence. That is, people who currently per-
form the role/tasks that will be affected by 
the new product. They can help you gauge 
how significant the changes really are and 
where your audience will have the most 
questions. The dialog they have with the 
engineers is frequently beneficial to both 
parties.  

   We were recently hired late in the 
process with the development of a tool for 
one of our clients. We joined the project 
during a series of beta tests. These tests 
provided the first opportunity for field 
people to provide input on the tool. The 
intent was for us to identify potential train-
ing needs but instead the field people 
ended up identifying a number of brand 
new requirements and issues. To their 
credit, the engineering team delayed the 
release and addressed the functional-
ity...but not without some internal angst. 

And, why not have your training and 
technical writing resources work together 
so you can coordinate deliverables and 
minimize the use of subject expert time? 
Variation—Rapid Prototyping Ap-
proach 

We have also used simulation and rapid 
prototyping to accelerate the development 
process. You use scenarios and specific 

examples to discuss 
process, tasks, etc. 
Always keep a log of 
unanswered ques-
tions and open is-
sues. This log, if 
managed, might 
really be the biggest 
benefit of this ap-
proach—it flushes 
out problems early 
on rather than allow-
ing them to be swept 
under the rug in the 
early stages of the 
project by more 
immediate concerns. 
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“...make the task 

simpler and reduce 

the amount of 

training needed. This 

makes a significant 

difference across the 

entire life cycle of the 

product. ” 
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leveraging know-how for performance!

Can you connect processes to roles to 
capability requirements? Would it be a good 
way to align your HR systems?

Give us a call…we have some ideas.

PRH Consulting  Inc.
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There is plenty 
to worry about 
with a new 
product devel-
opment initia-
tive and mis-
takes can be 
made in train-
ing, documenta-
tion, reference, 
and support.  

Focus on the product instead of the 
work. It is convenient to organize docu-
mentation and training according to how 
the product is organized. By components, 
by feature. But performers doing their job 
don’t think in a product orientation. They 
think about the tasks they need to do. The 
training and tools need to be organized to 
fit the work requirements. 

Emphasis on details instead of the 
bigger picture—Haven’t we all been in 
the situation of trying to figure out how to 
install or start-up something...a swingset, a 
computer, etc.? Insert Tab A into Slot B. 
It would often help more to have the big 
blocks first so you could see where it is all 
going...and maybe even figure out some of 
the small steps yourself! 

All “how’s” and no “why’s”—With 
technical products, there is often volumi-
nous documentation explaining how to 
perform specific tasks...but often very 
little on why or what happens if you don’t. 
The why’s and watch-for’s often help you 
understand a little more about how the 
product works, which can help you gener-
ally when you are using the product. 

Assuming it is just a “delta”. It is 
easy to marginalize issues that make a new 
product more than just a variation of to-
day’s product. Management often wants to 
downplay the change to speed up imple-
mentation. But it is easy to underestimate 
the difficulty of learning something new. 
Some early adaptors may survive without 
training. But the rest of the audience may 
need more help. 

“Wait till it’s ready”—It might seem 
like a good idea to wait until the product 
and documentation is ready before start-
ing on the training...but it is not. The key 
is knowing what to start on early. Start 
early on defining work processes and ca-
pabilities. Then, application exercises. You 
will certainly discover issues nobody has 
considered and maybe early enough to 
change something that would be a poten-
tial problem later. 

Situation 
We just completed development of a 

series of training programs supporting the 
introduction of a new product line in an 
existing business. The product line was 
actually developed by an outside company 
and brought in to our client’s organization 
in an OEM arrangement. 

While our client was a large, engineer-
ing-driven company, the product develop-
ers were a small, entrepreneurial organiza-
tion. Though the system included hard-
ware, the product was really the soft-
ware—and the developers liked making 
changes on the fly. The product was really 
more a result of evolution than design. 

Our role evolved to defining the work 
processes and then building them into 
training. There were no master perform-
ers.  And, the company was in a hurry to 
get to market so they decided to accelerate 
the product roll-out. There was not even 
time to learn from beta-site installations. 
(Not recommended, by the way.) 
Lessons Learned 

Below are some of the key success fac-
tors from the project. 
Start With the Work 

Even though a new product may intro-
duce a number of new domains of know-
how (in this case, computer networking 
and programming), we started with an 
analysis of the work outputs, tasks, and 
requirements for the core audiences. We 
used an existing work process model and 
identified what would change. We kept 
supporting capabilities related to tasks—
this kept the training aligned with what 
people need to do. This enabled us to 
minimize the volume of content and em-
phasize job aids and exercises. 
Communication is Key 

Change can happen quickly and the co-
located product team often communicated 
these changes in the hall or via email. Un-
fortunately, at first weren’t in those loops. 
It took some time for us to get included. 
Figure Out the Resources Needed 

Our client just didn’t have enough peo-
ple on the team. As a result, our SMEs 
were constantly trying to do double-duty 
with our needs for input and their day 
jobs. At one point, we were asked to ob-

Project Profile: New Facility Communication 
System 
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Top 5 aka “The 
List”—Five 
Product Support 
Development 
Mistakes 

serve an expert setting up the classroom 
lab equipment and use that as our per-
formance analysis! We made a valiant 
attempt, but for technical reasons, they 
couldn’t finish the set-up...and we had 
to go into recovery mode. 
Don’t (Completely) Avoid Becoming a 
Pseudo-SME 

See the previous paragraph. Many 
training practitioners want to avoid 
learning the technical stuff. Ultimately, 
it is the SMEs responsibility. But, if you 
know you will have limited opportuni-
ties for input and review, it is only com-
mon sense that the smarter you get up-
front, the better you can use those op-
portunities. 

In fact, there were 
a few times we actu-
ally generated field 
engineering docu-
ments because they 
didn’t exist and we 
needed them for the 
training.  
Have a Way to Man-
age Change 

We used our capa-
bilities and objects 
tools to track devel-
opment status and 
the location of con-
tent. That way, we could have multiple 
developers working on the project with-
out duplication or gaps. And, if some-
thing changed, we knew where to find 
it. 
Conclusion 

New products can be very frustrating. 
The technical and business members of 
the team want to talk about what is 
new, hip, and even unknown or unde-
cided. You want some of that. But you 
also want the basics—like terms and 
definitions, tasks, outputs.  

You want to get firm information but 
often you will only get the best current 
view...and warnings about where to 
expect changes. But, new products and 
services offer an opportunity to influ-
ence work processes as well as individ-
ual skills/knowledge. If your focus is 
performance, new products are high 
leverage.   

“We used our 

capabilities and 

objects tools to 

track development 

status and the 

location of 

content.” 



News and Events... 
Chcago e-learning and website 

Over the years, PRH Consulting has been 
wasting a lot of time (aka researching) vari-
ous ways of collaborating over the web 
using low cost, high functionality solutions. 
Our project meetings are usually “working 
meetings” (not webinars) and clients are 
increasingly hesitant about the cost and 
time needed for travel. For the type of work 
we do (analyzing performance, and design-
ing and developing training and other solu-
tions) we need active participation and col-
laboration.  And we need it during and out-
side of the meeting.  

One big technical challenge has been 
working from within and outside of very 
secure corporate firewalls.  

Pete and frequent colleague Dottie Soelke 
have created a decision matrix and presenta-
tion about this very problem. The intent 
was to help people pick the tool that will do 
what they need done. So far, we have pre-
sented it at ISPI, at the CISPI (Chicago 
ISPI chapter) conference preview session, 
and the Chicago eLearning and Technology 
show case. It is scheduled for a 2010 ISPI 
skillcast. If you are interested, you can get 
the information in the “Library.” 
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yelling to the neighborhood that you 
are doing the dishes. A non sequitur.   

Honestly, I can’t come up with func-
tionality that isn’t already present (and 
actually done better) in email, threaded 
discussion, or a blog.  Except that you 
can twitter on a cell phone using a 
(cheaper) texting package instead of a 
data plan... 

Or is it really just the level of effort, 
because it is pretty easy to just send a 
tweet and go on to something else? 

Recently there was an article in the 
Chicago Tribune about people who 
were nominated for having the funniest 
tweets. OK...I get that. Entertainment. 

But in the March Issue of T&D Jour-
nal there was an article about using 
Twitter for training.  The premise was 
that people in your meeting or training 
class are multi-tasking anyway (i.e., not 
paying attention but, instead, playing 

I have two twitter accounts….one for me 
and one for the company. So, I’m 
hip...aren’t I? (Well, if you have to ask…) 

Twitter is one of the easiest things on the 
web to learn and use. That is, “how to use” 
Twitter is the easiest thing to learn. “Why 
use Twitter?” is still a question I can’t an-
swer. Here are some hypotheses. 

1. People who out doing stuff all the 
time want their friends to maybe join 
them but don’t actually want to make 
plans in advance. 

2. People who are very mobile want 
their family and friends to know 
what they are up to. 

3. It’s just fun to see something you 
said end up on the internet.  

I’m not sure that any of those make 
sense...to me, Twitter still seems like the 
equivalent of opening your back door and 

Rant: Twitter  by Pete 

Visit “the library” on our website for 
past presentation hand-outs and related 
articles!
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leveraging know-how for performance!

We design and develop systems and tools 
that improve and support performance! 

“Cloud Computing” 
Recently the buzz in the IT world has 

been about “cloud computing.” This is 
basically using software and servers that 
are located “elsewhere” and accessed 
through the internet instead of buying 
and maintaining your own. It is called 
“cloud computing” because, on network 
diagrams, the internet is usually shown 
as a cloud. 

Apparently we are much more leading 
edge than we thought. We have been 
using “cloud computing” for a number 
of our business functions for another 
reason—cost and time savings.  
We’ve leveraged on-line services 
for email, website hosting, file 
storage and back-up, web con-
ferencing, calendar and task 
management, and project man-
agement and communication. 

with their mobile devices) so why not accept 
and leverage that?  

Let learners ask each other questions! 
(Why? Why not just ask the instructor who actually 
knows the answer?) Let learners provide “real-
time reviews” of the class. (Why? Have they 
even learned enough to know what they are talking 
about yet? Are people supposed to leave or stop and 
turn around at the door when they read the tweets?)  
Have master performers post regularly for 
learners to follow and learn what they are 
doing. (What!? Can useful performance informa-
tion be described 140 characters at a time? “I just 
identified an implied need!” Um...OK.) 

One suggestion is to use it to build a pro-
fessional network. This one seems sort of 
feasible. People do use it to stay connected 
and get quick answers to simple questions 
from a known, reliable group. It is a smaller 
investment of time than say calling individu-
als (and it is more interactive than sending 
out a, um, well newsletter).  

Hey, Twitter me @prhconsulting ! 

It makes a lot of sense for small busi-
nesses—you can lease vs. buy expensive 
hardware (and expertise). Now it seems 
that larger companies are starting to go 
this route too. 

Of course, you need to be careful to 
select reliable suppliers. And we suggest 
that you be very cautious about free ser-
vices — they have to survive somehow so 
they are probably going to mine your data 
for advertising or market research pur-
poses.  

Still, outsourcing non-core processes is 
often a smart move and it helps you focus 
on your primary areas of expertise. 

 

Technology 

Are your resources bogged down in ongoing 
content changes and unable to get in front of 
key business needs?

Give us a call…we have some ideas.

leveraging know-how for performance!
PRH Consulting  Inc.


